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A Method of Separating the Bearing Capacity of a Test Pile into 
Skin-friction and Point-resistance

Méthode pour Décomposer la Charge Portante d’un Pieu d’Essai en Résistance due au Frotte
ment Latéral le long du Fût et en Résistance de la Pointe du Pieu

by Ir A. F. v a n  W e e l e , Engineer with the Amsterdam Public Works Office, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Summary

I t  is possible to  obtain  valuable inform ation about the point- 
resistance and the skin-friction if, in carrying ou t a  loading test on  a 
pile, the pile is unloaded after every load  increase. This is demon- 
s tra ted  by the results o f a  spécial loading test on a  concrete pile, 
during which the stresses were m easured by electric extensom eters 
a t four différent places including the pile point.

The m easurem ents showed th a t the m odulus o f elasticity o f the 
concrete rem ains constant during the test and th a t there is a  linear 
relation  between the load on the pile po in t and the extent o f  the elastic 
recovery o f the po in t after unloading.

The whole test was a  check and  a confirm ation o f a  m ethod of 
separating the bearing capacity into ultim ate point-resistance and 
skin-friction. The m ethod is applied to the results o f several loading 
tests and leads to  interesting conclusions.

Al! new buildings in Amsterdam have to be founded on piles. 
Pre-cast reinforced concrete piles with enlarged bases are 
generally used. Piles with enlarged bases are preferable 
because in determining the allowable pile load only the point- 
resistance can be depended on. At the same time it is necessary 
to allow for the negative skin-friction which will develop along 
the pile shaft within the compressible layers. For computing 
the allowable pile load from the results of a loading test it is 
necessary to know which part of the ultimate pile load is 
produced by the point-resistance and which part by the skin- 
friction. It is then possible to obtain a better comparison with 
the results of the pénétration tests in which the cone-resistance 
and the skin-friction are measured separately.

Loading tests are executed regularly by the soil mechanics 
department of the Board of Works and Public Buildings. The 
data obtained from these tests have led to a method of dividing 
the bearing capacity of a test pile into skin-friction and point- 
resistance. This will be explained with the aid of a loading 
test on a reinforced concrete pile executed during the summer 
of 1955.

Description of Test Pile 

Fig. 1 shows the test pile which contained four electric ex
tensometers. These extensometers were gauged up to a load 
of 50 ton a short time before driving. The whole pile was 
subjected to compression so that the modulus of elasticity at 
every extensometer could be obtained. After completing the 
gauging the pile was driven. Fig. 1 also shows a pénétration 
test made exactly at the location of the pile and the results of a 
boring in the neighbourhood. The driving-resistance has been 
shown in relation to the depth of the pile point during driving.

Arrangement of Loading Test 

For the test 200 ton of cast iron kentledge was placed on 
the ground. Dials were fixed to a measuring rod 12 m long

Sommaire

Il est possible d ’obtenir d ’im portants renseignements sur les valeurs 
de la résistance de la poin te d ’un pieu e t celle due au  frottement 
latéral le long du fû t si, au  cours d ’un essai, on  procède à  des décharges 
à  la suite des mises en charge successives.

Ce fait est établi p a r  les résultats d ’essais spéciaux sur un  pieu en 
béton au  cours desquels les contraintes intérieures on t été mesurées 
au  m oyen d ’extensom ètres électriques appliqués en quatre  points 
différents sur la longueur du  pieu e t no tam m ent sur sa pointe.

Les résultats des m esures m ontren t que le m odule d ’élasticité du 
béton reste constant pendan t l’essai, tandis qu ’il existe une relation 
linéaire entre la  charge sur la  pointe du pieu et la  valeur de la  com
pression élastique du  sol après décharge.

L ’ensemble de l ’essai constituait un  contrôle e t une confirmation 
d ’une m éthode consistant à  décom poser la charge po rtan te  en une 
résistance-limite de la pointe du pieu e t une résistance due au  frotte
m ent latéral le long d u  fût. Cette m éthode a  été appliquée aux 
résultats de plusieurs essais de charge qui on t donné lieu à  d ’intéres
santes conclusions.

supported on two other concrete piles. The measuring rod and 
the supports were enclosed and partially insulated by cork 
plates. The measuring shed stood freely over the kentledge and

Fig. 1 Sketch o f test pile and  results o f  bore hole, pénétration  test 
and driving

C roquis d u  pieu d ’essai, e t résultats de sondage, d ’essai de 
pénétration  et de battage
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Time day

Fig. 2 T im e-settlem ent and loading diagram

D iagram m e des enfoncements et des charges en fonction du temps

was divided into two rooms, one of which was the measuring 

room.
During the test, which lasted ten days, the following data 

were obtained: (a) température inside measuring room; 
(2) settlement of the pile top, obtained from three dial gauges 
with an accuracy of 5 X 10-3 mm; (3) pile load by an electric 
dynamometer; (4) stresses in the pile at four places by electric 
extensometers; (5) strain of the pile top over a distance of 

100 cm with the aid of four mechanical extensometers.

Test Results

The sequence of loading and unloading is shown in Fig. 2 
together with the time-settlement curves for the pile top and 
pile point. The settlement of the pile point was calculated by 
deducting the elastic compression of the pile from the settle
ment of the pile top. As the load distribution had been 
measured with the electric extensometers a good approxi

mation of this compression could be obtained.
Every load was repeatedly re-applied after unloading. This 

system of loading and unloading has been introduced by the

Load on pile top ton

Fig. 3 Load-settlem ent curves caused by loading up  to  150 ton  and 

unloading
D iagram m e des enfoncements sous l’action d’un chargement 

ju sq u ’à  150 tonnes e t de déchargem ent

author and is normally used for every loading test. It enables 
the residual settlement to be determined in addition to the total 
settlement.

The resuit of one loading up to 150 ton and subséquent un
loading is given in Fig 3. Both the measured settlement of the 
pile top and the calculated settlement of the pile point are 
shown. The settlement of the pile top is composed of: (a) the 
elastic compression of the pile; in Fig. 3 at a load of 150 ton 
this is represented by A L ; (b) the elastic compression of the 

layers underneath the pile toe, represented by Appoint! (c) the 
residual settlement of the subsoil, represented by Appi\ (d) bend- 
ing of the pile (considered to be negligible in comparison with 

(a), (b) and (c)).
The bearing capacity of the pile amounted to ± 1 7 0  ton 

according to the method described by v a n  d e r  V e e n  (1953). 
The total skin-friction along various parts of the pile could be 
estimated by subtracting the total force at the extensometers 
from the pile load. Fig. 4 gives the results. It shows that the 
skin-friction remained nearly constant beyond a certain pile 
load (that is, after a certain settlement has occurred). The 
measurements also showed that the pile had been almost free 
from stress along its whole length after unloading, even though 

the pile had penetrated 10 or 15 cm.
Fig. 4b shows the load distribution in the pile during 

loading up to 150 ton and unloading after 10 minutes. The 
différence in skin-friction during the loading and the unloading 
of the pile can be seen. This is the cause of the hystérésis in 
the load-settlement curves in, for instance, Fig. 3.

The strains at the pile top, measured with the mechanical 
extensometers, are shown in Fig. 5a. The modulus of 
elasticity (Ep) remains constant during the whole test and 
amounts to 383,000 kg/cm2. The elastic recovery of the pile 
point after unloading the pile in relation to the measured load 
at the pile point is shown in Fig. 5b and in relation to the load 
at the pile top in Fig. 5c. The linear relation is indicated by 
Fig. 5b. The value of the coefficient of subgrade réaction 
(k) corresponding to the elastic displacement of the pile point 
was estimated at 179 kg/cm3 for the whole test.

Method of Determining Skin-friction

If the load at the pile point had not been measured, the elastic 
recovery of the pile point could only be given as shown in 
Fig. 5c, namely in relation to the pile load. Since the total 
skin-friction remains the same after a certain settlement of
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the pile, the increase in load at the pile point is the same as at 
the pile top, which was measured. Thus, knowing the increase 
in load at the pile point and determining (or measuring) the 
elastic recovery of the point it is possible to estimate the 
coefficient of subgrade reaction for the layers below the pile 

point.
On the other hand, the loads on the pile point corresponding 

to the lower pile loads can be determined with the aid of the 
computed value of the coefficient of subgrade réaction and the 
measured recovery at the point. By subtracting the point- 
resistance from the pile load the total skin-friction can be 

obtained.

T=load on pile top ton
0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175

Distribution of pile load dunng loading as h/gh as 150 ton and unloading afler X?min. 

c Pile load K ton
0 12*25 50 75 100 125137*150

from 0-150 ton from 150-0 ton same pile load

Fig. 4  Results o f m easurem ents with the electric extensometers.
(a) The différence between pile load  and loads m easured 
w ith extensom eters. (b) The d istribution o f the pile load 
during loading and  unloading 

R ésultats des mesures au  m oyen d ’extensom ètres électriques. 
L a fig. a  m ontre la différence entre la  charge du  pieu et les 
charges mesurées avec les extensomètres.
L a fig. b représente la  répartition  des contraintes pen
dan t le chargem ent et le déchargem ent du  pieu

Application to Results of Loading Test

The total skin-friction being constant at pile loads between 
125 and 162-5 ton, the relation between the elastic compression 
of the subsoil and the pile load is linear in this range (see 
Fig. 5c). With the aid of the section above it is easy to 
obtain the point-resistance and the skin-friction corresponding 
to every pile load by drawing a straight line through the origin, 
parallel to the Linear part of the curve. An example has been 
given in Fig. 5c at a pile load of 87-5 ton.

Value of Method for Test Piles in General

To determine the total skin-friction along a test pile in the 
manner described above it is necessary to measure the elastic 
recovery of the pile point during the loading test after unloading 
from différent loads. If, however, loading tests are executed 
on piles without spécial arrangements for measuring the point 
seulement (piles already driven or timber piles in général), it is

only possible to measure the displacements of the pile top. In 
that case, however, the method described also leads to useful 
information. Loading up to failure is essential.

If only the displacements of the pile top are measured, the 
elastic compression of the pile together with that of the subsoil 
can be obtained by means of the recovery of the pile top during 
unloading. As the elastic compressions of both these com- 
ponents have a linear relation to the pile load after the skin- 
friction reaches its ultimate value, the same will apply to the 
elastic displacements of the pile top. It is possible to prove 
that the skin-friction remains constant.

In the same way as the total skin-friction can be estimated

Pile-load ton

Fig. 5 (a) Results o f  m easurem ents w ith the four m echanical ex
tensometers a t  the pile top . H eavy line: average values, 
(b) M easured linear relation  between p o in t load  and 
elastic com pression o f the subsoil. (c) The sam e com
pression in relation to  the pile load 

(a) R ésultats des m esures au  m oyen des 4  extensomètres 
m écaniques à  la  tête du pieu. E n traits gros, résultat 
moyen, (b) R elation linéaire déduite des m esures entre 
le chargem ent de la pointe du  pieu e t la  compression 
élastique du sol. (c) L a même com pression en relation 
avec le chargem ent du  pieu

from the elastic compression of the subsoil, a certain value of 
the skin-friction, say Fx, can be obtained from the elastic 
recovery of the pile top. This friction Fx is lower than the 
total skin-friction Ftôt and higher than the average skin- 
friction Fav along the pile.

Fav can be determined from the pile compression :

F „ = T - ^ . E PA . . . .  (1)
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where T  =  load on pile top, Ep =  modulus of elasticity of the 
pile material, A  =  area of pile (pile shaft), L  =  length of pile, 
and AL  =  measured total elastic pile compression.

If AL  is large in comparison with Appoint (the pile long and 
slim, the modulus of elasticity low or the coefficient of subgrade 
reaction high), Fx will be close to Fav. If the contrary applies, 

P will be close to Ftot- In the équation

F  _  ( A p p o i n t  \

x ~  \ A Plop )
B —+A ■F to t + I -Fa,

Ap,0p =  Appo int +  AL

■ (2) 

.. (3)

Total friction 

40 20

Total friction  ton 

1-2 2-4 36

Ftot. =60 8 ton 

Resuit from loading test

F  tôt. =3-49 ton 

Pénétration tests 

Cire. Steel tube 11-2cm

pénétration tests performed close around the test pile. For 
this purpose use can be made of the Dutch cone fitted with a 
skin-friction jacket developed by B e g e m a n n  (1953).

Now the next two équations can be written :

T bA L *
EP.A

.L . . . .  (4) 

. . . .  (5)Fau = n.Floi, where n < 1 

From these two équations, together with équations 2 and 3 :

Tb ^ a -L
Fx =  Flol. [l -  (1 -  7î)j:

(4Ptop)B^-AEpA\

In this équation only Ftot is unknown and can, therefore, be 
calculated.

II— fW kg /cm
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Fig. 6 (a) R elation between pile load  and elastic displacements of 
pile top . (b) D istribution  o f skin-friction as m easured a t 
pénétration  tests (right) and as m easured during loading 
test (left)

(a) R elation entre le chargem ent du  pieu e t les déplacements 
élastiques de la  tête  du  pieu, (b) D istribution  du fro tte
m ent latéral résultant des essais de pénétration (à droite) 
et des essais de charge (à gauche)

A and B are pile loads which cause settlements large enough to 
reach the ultimate value of the skin-friction (A <  B). Without 
more data it is impossible to calculate Ft0, with the aid of 
équation 2. By using two assumptions it is possible to get a 

good approximation of F to t-

For a number of test piles this has been done by:

(1) Estimating the value of the modulus of elasticity. It is 
possible to measure the Ep value if the pile top can be exposed 

for a certain length.
(2) The ratio between the total and the average value of the 

skin-friction can be estimated with the aid of one or more

Fig. 7 The calculated m odulus o f elasticity o f the subsoil in relation 
to the ultim ate point-resistance, as determined from  
loading tests on 14 piles with po in t depths between 11-96 
and 14-23 m  below N orm al A m sterdam  Level 

M odule d ’élasticité du sol calculé en fonction des résistances 
limites de la pointe résultant d ’essais de charge effectués 
sur 14 pieux à des profondeurs de pointe comprises entre 
11-96 m  et 14-23 m  au-dessous du niveau de référence 
norm al d ’Am sterdam

Application to Results of Loading Test

The relation between the elastic displacements of the pile top 
and the pile load has been drawn in Fig. 6a. As might be 
expected this relation is also linear for pile loads between 125 
and 162-5 ton. The value of Fx amounts to 44-6 ton. With 
the aid of the results of the pénétration tests a value of n 
(=  0-247) was obtained, see Fig. 6b. In the same figure is 
also indicated the distribution of the skin-friction (dotted line) 
as measured with the Dutch cone fitted with a skin-friction 
jacket of Begemann. The value n for this case is 0-223.

Equation 6 gives the following resuit:

(162,500 -  12,500). 1405 1 

779 -  0-531).383,000.1440j

=  62,500 kg

44,600 =  F,of. [ l  - ( 1  -  0-247)^7

44,600
F'°< i _  0-290
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The distribution of the skin-friction as measured during the 
pénétration tests is only an approximation of that along the pile. 
A more précisé resuit is obtained if, in this case, the value of n is 
calculated with the aid of the load distribution in the test pile 

as measured by the extensometers.
Fav amounts to 17-3 ton and Fl0, to 60-8 ton so that n =  0-285. 

If this value is inserted into équation 6, the relation between the 
pile load and total skin-friction can be obtained, as has been 
shown by the dotted line in Fig. 4, extensometer 4. The 
measured and computed values agree very well.

Application to a Number of Loading Tests

The method described was used to determine the ultimate 
point-resistance and the total skin-friction of a number of 
timber as well as reinforced concrete test piles. The coefficients 
of subgrade réaction were determined from the piles which 
could be loaded to failure. From the results it became clear 
that the value of the coefficient of subgrade réaction (k) 
depends on the dimensions of the pile point. With the aid of 
the équation:

in which

a — J~  . . . .  (8)
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the factor Esj(1 — y.)2 has been determined for every test pile. 
The values of this factor in relation to the ultimate point-

resistance have been plotted in Fig. 7 for test piles which were 
driven in the so-called first sand layer, that is to say, piles with 
a point-depth 12 to 14 m below Normal Amsterdam Level. 
The figure shows an utmost linear relation.

With the aid of the results obtained it is possible to estimate 
the elastic compression of the subsoil for every driven pile at 
every load if the ultimate pile point résistance is determined 
from the data of the pénétration tests. The total displacements 
of the subsoil under the allowable point-resistance will be nearly 
the same as the elastic displacements because the allowable pile 
point résistance will be limited to about half the ultimate. The 
direct settlements and eventually différences in settlement 
which will occur can thus be calculated in advance for any pile 
if a site investigation is made with the aid of pénétration tests.

For piles with the same ultimate point-resistance the direct 
settlement for piles with a large base area (piles with enlarged 
bases) will be far more than for piles with a small point area 
(wooden piles).
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